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Paramagnetic Tb3+ centers in yttrium aluminum garnet
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Yttrium-aluminum garnet crystals with terbium impurity were studied by high-frequency EPR in a wide frequency

range (70−200GHz). Along with the Tb3+ ions located in the yttrium position in a regular environment, a number

of terbium centers with a lower concentration and changed values of the initial splitting of the non-Kramers quasi-

doublets were observed. The change in the initial splitting is associated with the presence of antisite defects in the

terbium environment. The terbium centers with a smaller initial splitting as compared to the main Tb3+ were found

and attributed to terbium ions, near which there are AlY antisite defects (aluminum ions in dodecahedral positions

of yttrium).
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1. Introduction

Studying the actual structure of yttrium aluminum garnet

crystals Y3Al5O12 (YAG) activated by rare earth ions is an

important task. Such crystals are widely used in quantum

electronics and optoelectronics, in nuclear physics and

medical diagnostics, and are also considered promising for

quantum computing systems [1–5].

Tb3+ has a large set of fluorescence lines that provide a

bright luminescence of phosphors used in cathode ray tubes

and projection screens [6], in the yellow-green region. The

research results of the luminescent properties of YAG : Tb

phosphors in the form of single-crystals and ceramics are

described in numerous papers (see, for example, [7–9]).
With direct excitation of the upper level 5D4 of Tb3+ ions

using blue highly efficient semiconductor InGaN light-

emitting diodes (LED) with a wavelength of about 460 nm,

a laser generation was obtained on the yellow and green

lines of Tb3+ in crystals of fluorides [10,11]. Yellow laser

light is relevant in medicine for the treatment of skin and

eye diseases. To date, laser generation of Tb3+ ions was

not obtained in oxide crystals, which indicates the need for

further spectroscopic studies, as well as a detailed analysis

of crystal lattice defects.

YAG : Ce is an industrial scintillator and phosphor that

emits at the transition 5d−4 f of Ce3+ ions in a wide

band with a maximum at 550 nm. In YAG : Ce,Tb [12]
and LuAG : Ce,Tb [13] garnets the energy transfer

Tb3+ → Ce3+ was registered, however, no increase in light

output was observed. Among the reasons, the electron

capture at crystal lattice defects was considered [13].
YAG : Ce is the most common phosphor for white LEDs,

in which blue emission from InGaN is absorbed by cerium

ions and converted into broad and intense emission in the

yellow region. White light is achieved by mixing yellow

light and unabsorbed portion of blue light. To improve the

color rendering index of YAG : Ce the coactivators are used,

including terbium ions, and due to the energy transfer of

Tb3+ → Ce3+ the emission spectrum is supplemented with

a red component (see, for example, paper [14], in which

YAG : Ce,Tb single-crystal grown by the Czochralski method

was studied).

Theoretical calculation of the formation energy of various

defects in YAG crystals showed that antisite defects are

predominant among intrinsic defects [15,16]. In YAG

crystals they are formed during growth from a melt at

high temperature as a result of replacement of Al3+ ions

by Y3+ (YAl) ions, or Y3+ ions at dodecahedral c-sites
by Al3+ (AlY) ions. Antisite defects are not paramagnetic

and therefore can not be directly studied by electron

paramagnetic resonance (EPR). However, they influence

the environment of paramagnetic centers [17] and can

change their spectra. Of particular interest for the study

of antisite defects in garnet crystals is the study of EPR

of Tb3+ ions, for which the splitting of the levels of the non-

Kramers quasi-doublet in zero field strongly depends on the

symmetry of their environment, and, consequently, on the

presence of defects near these ions.

The electronic configuration of Tb3+ is 4 f 8, the ground

state of free ion — 7F6. In a crystal field, its ground state
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Table 1. g-factors, values of level splitting in a zero magnetic field 1 and hyperfine interaction constants A of single ions Tb3+ in various

systems, determined by the EPR method

Crystal g‖

1 A
Ref

cm−1 GHz cm−1 GHz

Y(C2H5SO4)3 · 9H2O 17.72 0.387 11.60 0.209 6.266 [18,19]

CaWO4 17.777 0.271 8.131 0.2096 6.284 [20]

CaF2

17.77 0.171 5.134 0.209 6.26
[20]

17.28 1.056 31.67 0.203 6.10

SrF2

17.95 0.480 14.4 0.211 6.33
[21]

17.85 0.687 20.6 0.210 6.29

LiYF4 17.7 0.933 27.98 0.209 6.26 [22]

La2O2S 17.8 0.18 5.40 0.216 6.47 [23]

LaND 17.2 0.270 8.08 0.201 6.03 [24]

YBa2Cu3O6 17.9 0.237 7.1 − − [25]

KPb2Cl5 16.2 1.601 48 0.203 6.10 [26]

Mg2SiO4

15.8 6.501 194.9 0.182 5.45
[27]

15.9 7.869 235.9 0.183 5.50

YAlO3 17.55 0.143 4.29 0.209 6.28 [28]

YAG 15.65 2.705 81.1 0.183 5.50
This

study

LuAG 15.27 3.659 109.7 0.172 5.16 [29]

is split into six doublets with MJ = ±6,±5, . . . ,±1 and a

singlet with MJ = 0. The doublet MJ = ±6 has the lowest

energy. In the crystal field of axial symmetry, an admixture

of excited states leads to a decrease in the value of g‖

relative to g‖ = 18 for the pure state MJ = ±6, and causes

splitting of the levels of the ground state doublet [18–20].
The crystal field of lower symmetry leads to complete

splitting of the 4 f 8 multiplet levels into singlet states, and

the magnitude of the splitting between the lowest energy

levels can reach tens and even hundreds of Gegahertz. In the

garnet lattice, the local symmetry of the dodecahedral posi-

tion occupied by the impurity terbium ion, is rhombic (D2),
and the ground state of the Tb3+ ions is a quasi-doublet with

a small (about 3 cm−1) level splitting in zero magnetic field.

EPR spectra of Tb3+ can be described using the effective

spin S = 1/2, the anisotropic g-factor (g⊥ ∼ 0) and the

value of level splitting in zero magnetic field 1 [18]. Terbium
has one stable isotope 159Tb with natural content of 100%

and nuclear spin I = 3/2, therefore, in its EPR spectra each

electronic transition is split into four hyperfine structure

(HFS) lines. This makes it possible to unambiguously

identify terbium centers.

EPR studies of Tb3+ ions are not numerous, although

the first papers appeared in 1950s. This is due to the

fact that to record their spectra, it is necessary that the

energy of the microwave photon at the operating frequency

of EPR spectrometer exceeds the initial level splitting 1.

The parameters of Tb3+ centers determined by the EPR

method in various crystals are summarized in Table 1.

For the convenience of comparing the results of different

studies, the values of 1 and A are given in both cm−1

and GHz units. In the papers [26–29] to study Tb3+

a broadband EPR spectrometer operating in the range

37−850GHz was used.

In YAG crystals EPR of Tb3+-centers was studied at

frequencies of 94 and 130GHz [30]. In addition to the

main centers — Tb3+ ions, located in regular environment

in the dodecahedral position with local symmetry D2, three

terbium centers were observed with the values 1 larger

than for basic terbium. The existence of such centers was

explained by the presence of antisite defects of YAl (yttrium
ions in the octahedral positions of aluminum) near the

Tb3+ ions, replacing Y3+ [30,31]. In crystals of lutetium

aluminum garnet (LuAG), along with EPR of Tb3+ ions

in the dodecahedral position, weak satellite signals were

also observed, the origin of which is associated with the

formation of antisite defects of LuAl in the environment

of Tb3+ [29].
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This paper relates to the studies of a family of paramag-

netic terbium centers in YAG crystals using EPR in a wide

frequency range (of 70 to 200GHz), which made it possible

to detect new terbium centers associated with the presence

in the environment of Tb3+ both antisite defects YAl and

antisite defects AlY.

2. Samples and experiment procedure

Single-crystals Y3Al5O12 : Ce,Tb were grown at a temper-

ature of about 1940◦C by vertical directional crystallization,

developed by Kh.S. Bagdasarov in the 1960s [32] (modified

Bridgman method) at the IPR NAS RA (Ashtarak, Republic
of Armenia). The crystals were grown in molybdenum

containers in a neutral reducing atmosphere (Ar/H2) using

high-purity (99.99%) oxides and along the crystallographic

axis 〈100〉, optimal for the given growth geometry [33].
Other details of crystallization conditions are given in [34].
The cerium content in the crystals was 0.12 at.% relative

to yttrium, and the terbium concentration was estimated

to be approximately 0.1 at.%. Samples for EPR studies

were cut from the central homogeneous regions of crystals,

free from facets, which, due to differences in growth

mechanisms, differ in chemical composition and lattice

constant [35,36]. The samples were oriented using X-ray

diffraction methods.

EPR spectra were recorded in the frequency range

70−200GHz at liquid helium temperature using the broad-

band high-frequency EPR spectrometer developed at the

Zavoisky Physical-Technical Institute in Kazan [37].

3. Experimental results and discussion
thereof

3.1. EPR of Tb3+ ions in Y3+ positions
with regular environment

EPR spectra of Tb3+ are described by the spin Hamilto-

nian

Ĥ = µBSgB + (1x Sx + 1y Sy) + ASz Iz , (1)

where µB is the Bohr magneton, S = 1/2 is the effective

electron spin, I = 3/2 is the spin of the terbium nucleus.

The first term in (1) describes the Zeeman interaction, the

second is the splitting of electronic levels in zero magnetic

field, and the last term is the hyperfine interaction with the

constant A. For Tb3+ in YAG the axis z coincides with one

of 〈100〉 axes.
The energy levels of Tb3+ in a magnetic field are

determined by the expression

W = ±1/2

√

12 + (gzµBB z + AIz )2, (2)

where 1 = (12
x + 12

y )
1/2 is the level splitting in zero field.

Measurements in wide frequency range and calculations

of the frequency-field dependences of the EPR spectra

made it possible to verify the parameters of the spin
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Figure 1. EPR spectra Tb3+ in YAG, recorded at 4.2K at different

frequencies. The dots show the centers of the resonant lines in the

spectra, the lines show the calculated frequency-field dependences

of the resonant fields. B ‖ [100].

Hamiltonian of Tb3+ ions replacing Y3+ at dodecahedral

sites of the YAG lattice and having a regular environment:

g = 15.7, 1 = 81.1GHz, A = 5.5GHz. Figure 1 shows the

frequency-field dependences of resonant transitions calcu-

lated using these parameters for the orientation B ‖ [100].
The dots mark the positions of the resonance lines of

Tb3+-centers. EPR spectra recorded at different frequencies

are also shown. A good agreement between the calculated

and experimental dependences is observed.

3.2. Tb3+-centers in dodecahedral sites
of the YAG lattice with antisite defects
in their environment

Figure 2 shows EPR spectra of YAG : Tb crystals recorded

at 4.2 K at frequencies of 95.7, 112.9, 125.3 and 170GHz.

Along with the EPR of the main centers of Tb3+ replacing

Y3+ in the regular environment, signals with approximately

50 times lower intensity are observed. They are clearly

visible in the spectra shown in enlarged scale. These

spectra contain a large number of lines, the assignment of

which to terbium centers is unambiguously determined by

the observation of the hyperfine structure characteristic of

terbium. Registration of EPR at many frequencies made

it possible to identify centers with different initial split-

tings and determine their parameters using calculations of

frequency-field dependencies, which are shown in Figure 3.

The dots in this Figure correspond to the line positions in

the EPR spectra. Open circles indicate the EPR lines of the

main terbium centers.

The vertical lines in Figure 2 show the calculated

positions of the EPR lines. The different terbium cen-

ters are marked by the value of the initial level split-

ting 1. In addition to the lines of the main terbium

centers (1 = 81.1GHz) and centers with 1 = 94.0, 98.2
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Figure 2. EPR spectra of Tb3+-centers in YAG, recorded at frequencies a) 85.5GHz, b) 112.9 GHz, c) 125.3GHz and d) 180GHz

at 4.2K in B ‖ [100] orientation. The spectra of different types of terbium centers are indicated by the value of the initial level splitting 1.

Vertical lines mark the calculated positions of the lines of these centers.

and 115.9 GHz, corresponding to the centers Tb3+(I),
Tb3+(II), Tb3+(III) from Refs. [30,31], the EPR spectra con-

tain lines of a number of new centers. Among them we can

distinguish centers with 1 = 86.5GHz, as well as centers

with less splitting: 71.0 GHz and 76.5 GHz and 78.5 GHz.

The parameters of terbium centers used in the calcula-

tions are summarized in Table 2.

The main centers — terbium ions, replacing Y3+ in

dodecahedral lattice sites and having a regular environment,

are designated as Tb3+.
”
Additional“ terbium centers are di-

vided into groups A (centers with smaller initial splitting 1)
and B (centers with larger splitting 1), respectively.

The orientation dependences of the resonant magnetic

fields for the EPR signals of
”
additional“ terbium centers

from groups A and B are similar to such dependences

for the main Tb3+ center, therefore these centers can be

identified as Tb3+ ions, located in the dodecahedral sites

of the garnet lattice, which environment contains an antisite

defect. Different values of the parameter 1 for these centers

suggest different perturbations of the crystal field. Three
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Table 2. g-factors, values of level splitting of a non-Kramers

quasi-doublet in zero field 1 and hyperfine interaction constants A
Tb3+-centers in YAG

Center g 1, GHz A, GHz

Tb3+ (A1) 15.65 71.0 5.7

Tb3+ (A2) 15.70 76.5 5.6

Tb3+ (A3) 15.70 78.5 5.5

Tb3+ 15.65 81.1 5.5

Tb3+ (B4) 15.65 86.5 5.5

Tb3+ (B3) 15.60 94.0 5.5

Tb3+ (B2) 15.60 98.2 5.5

Tb3+ (B1) 15.36 115.9 5.4

types of centers (B1, B2, B3) with the largest values of 1

correspond to three values of the distances between the ion

Tb3+ and the nearest antisite defect YAl ”
a“ of YAG [31].

Centers with a smaller deviation of 1 from 81.1GHz

correspond to more distant positions of antisite defects.

These include the center with 1 = 86.5GHz, shown in

Figure 2.

Previously, in EPR of YAG : Ce crystals measured at the

orientation B ‖ [100] we observed three
”
additional“ centers

of Ce3+ with g-factors smaller than g-factors of the main

center, and two centers — with larger g-factors [17]. These
centers were attributed to cerium ions having an antisite

defect in their environment. The orientation dependences of

EPR spectra of
”
additional“ centers of terbium and cerium

show that the symmetry of their immediate environment

does not undergo significant distortion [17,30]. From this

we can assume that changes in the parameters of centers

with a defect in the environment (g-factors for Ce3+ and

initial splittings in the case of Tb3+) occur mainly due to

changes in distances between the paramagnetic center and

oxygen. When substituting Y3+ → Al3+ or Al3+ → Y3+

in the immediate environment of the impurity rare-earth

ion, the distortions of its environment will fundamentally

differ in the stretching or compression of oxygen polyhedra,

respectively. In Ref. [31] it was concluded that the

presence of an antisite defect of YAl-type near Tb3+ leads to

compression of the oxygen dodecahedron and the formation

of predominantly three types of centers with initial splitting

values greater than for the main center.

New EPR spectra found in this work in higher fields

relative to the main Tb3+ belong to centers for which

the initial splitting 1 is less than that of terbium ions

in regular positions. These spectra can be attributed to

Tb3+ ions, surrounded by antisite defects AlY (aluminum

in the yttrium position).
To estimate the number of types of such centers, the

environment of the paramagnetic center in the YAG lattice

was analyzed, and the positions of antisite defects of

the type AlY closest to Tb3+ (Y3+ ion substitution by

aluminum Al3+ with a significantly smaller ionic radius)
were analyzed. Positions of nearest to Tb3+ YAl-type

antisite defects were considered in Ref. [31]. Figure 4

shows a fragment of a YAG lattice cell, which shows the

dodecahedral positions of yttrium in the environment of

the paramagnetic center. Y3+ ions in these positions can

be substituted by aluminum, forming antisite defects of

AlY-type. For simplicity, aluminum ions (sites a and c),
as well as oxygen ions are not shown.

The distances from the paramagnetic center Tb3+ to

sites A and B are the same and equal to 3.66 Å. The

distances to sites C and D are also the same (5.65 Å). The
distance to the E and F sites located on the crystallographic

axes [001] is 6.01 Å, and the distance to G and H sites is

6.73 Å. Considering that the sites E, F, G, H are located

at a longer distance from Tb3+ and do not have common
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Figure 3. Calculated frequency-field dependences for terbium

centers in YAG. The dots mark the position of the lines in the

measured EPR spectra. The calculation results for the main

centers Tb3+ are shown by thick lines, and the experimental

positions of the resonance lines for them are shown by open

circles. Calculations were performed using (2) and the parameters

of terbium centers given in Table 2.
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sites in the environment of the paramagnetic center Tb3+ —
possible positions of antisite defects of the type AlY are indicated,

as well as their distances from Tb3+. For simplicity, aluminum ions

and oxygen ions are not shown.

oxygen ions with the paramagnetic center, their influence on

the crystal field at the location of Tb3+ and, therefore, on the

value of 1 and the EPR spectra will be less significant. Thus,

due to substitutions of sites A and B, C and D, two types

of paramagnetic centers should predominate, for which the

initial splitting is less than 1 of the main center, and have

maximum difference from it. The values of 1 for terbium

centers with antisite defects located at longer distance are

closer to 1 of the main centers.

For Tb3+(B3) centers with 1 = 94GHz EPR spectra

were recorded in zero magnetic field and in weak magnetic

fields using magnetic field modulation and electron spin

echo [30]. In this paper, EPR signals near zero field were

observed for several terbium centers. Their analysis requires

additional studies.

4. Conclusion

Non-Kramers ions Tb3+ in yttrium-aluminum garnet

crystals were studied by high-frequency EPR in a wide

frequency range (70−200GHz). Along with the main

signals of Tb3+ ions located in the yttrium position with

regular environment, a number of new centers with lower

concentration and the values of the initial splitting of the

levels of the non-Kramers quasi-doublet, both larger and

smaller, than for regular terbium centers were observed. It

was shown that in YAG : Tb there were at least three types

of paramagnetic centers of Tb3+:

1. Tb3+ ions located in dodecahedral c-sites of the YAG

lattice (in positions of Y3+) in a regular environment.

2. Tb3+ ions in positions of Y3+, which environment con-

tains an a YAl antisite defect (yttrium substitutes aluminum

in the octahedral sites of the YAG lattice).

3. Terbium ions, near which there is an antisite defect AlY
(aluminum ion in the dodecahedral positions of yttrium).
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